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The conversion efficiency of ultra short-pulse laser radiation to K-α x-rays has been measured
for various chlorine-containing targets to be used as x-ray scattering probes of dense plasmas. The
spectral and temporal properties of these sources will allow spectrally-resolved x-ray scattering
probing with picosecond temporal resolution required for measuring the plasma conditions in inertial
confinement fusion experiments. Simulations of x-ray scattering spectra from these plasmas show
that fuel capsule density, capsule ablator density, and shock timing information may be inferred.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent demonstration of spectrally resolved x-ray scat-
tering for measuring temperatures and densities in solid-
density plasmas has enabled new applications, e.g., mea-
surements of the equation of state, phase transitions, and
the compressibility of dense matter [1–3]. In the first
experiments, energetic nanosecond lasers have been em-
ployed for illuminating foil targets producing spectrally
narrow K lines in highly ionized helium-like or hydrogen-
like atoms. These x-ray lines have been subsequently
scattered in single-shot experiments from solid density
plasmas and detected by highly e!cient Bragg crystals
[4, 5]. High conversion e!ciencies together with the nar-
row bandwidth provided su!cient photon numbers at
the K-line energy allowing spectrally-resolved measure-
ments from dynamically heated solids. Experiments in
backscattering and forward scattering geometry have suc-
cessfully observed the Compton downshifted line [2] and
plasmon line [1], respectively, providing accurate infor-
mation of the plasma conditions. A temporal resolution
of the measured spectra, approximately 100 ps, has been
obtained by gated microchannelplate detectors su!cient
for measuring the conditions in radiatively heated mat-
ter.

For the characterization of strong shocks in dense mat-
ter, however, it will be advantageous to develop x-ray
sources that provide picosecond temporal resolution over
a small scattering volume. Laser-driven shock features
may spatially extend over a region smaller than 10µm
and pass through 10µm of solid density matter within
less than 100ps. Thus, x-ray sources with < 10 ps dura-
tion [? ] will virtually provide a snap shot of the shock
features while traversing through a 10µm long scattering
volume that can be defined with collimating slits [7] in a
scattering experiment.

At present, ultra-short pulse laser-produced K!! ra-
diation [8–10], free electron lasers [11–14], and soft x-ray
lasers [15, 16] are investigated to provide the required
short x-ray pulses for scattering measurements. How-
ever, the simultaneous stringent requirements on bright-
ness, bandwidth, and x-ray energy indicate that the first
x-ray scattering experiments with high temporal resolu-
tion of < 10 ps may be attempted with K!! radiation.
This source has the additional advantage of being avail-
able together with long-pulse lasers [17] to drive shocks
in planar geometry and in spherical geometry in inertial
confinement fusion capsule implosions on the National
Ignition Facility [19] .

In this study, we have measured ultra-short pulse laser
produced K!! radiation of chlorine-containing targets
demonstrating conversion e!ciencies, ratio of laser en-
ergy conversion to K-!! production, of 2 " 10"5. Only
weak dependencies on target thickness and material have
been observed, thus limiting the present number of K!!
photons available for scattering experiments to be 2 or-
ders of magnitude smaller than for long-pulse laser pro-
duced K-lines at comparable laser energies [10, 20]. Thus,
to increase the number of detected photons in a K!!
scattering experiment, improved detection techniques,
such as developing higher e!ciency crystals [10], must
be adopted. On the other hand, the x-ray spectra show
that the small bandwidth of "E/E = 2 " 10"3 and the
complete lack of satellites on the red wing of the K!!
line provide optimum spectral properties for resolving the
Compton and plasmon features in the x-ray scattering
spectrum. In particular, the latter is only shifted from
the incident x-ray energy by < 50 eV, which can be re-
solved by the K!! radiation.

The present experiments have studied K!! produc-
tion and spectra at moderate x-ray energies. This choice
is motivated by the fact that hard x rays with energies
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much above 10 keV may only be used for non-collective
regime applications in dynamically heated experiments.
Moderate x-ray energies, on the other hand, will allow
both Compton and plasmon measurements as long as
plasma densities are not extreme and the x-rays e#ec-
tively penetrate through the plasma.

In Section II we will describe x-ray scattering regimes
and features in the K-! scattering spectrum that will al-
low us to extract diagnostic information. In Section III
we will present K!! source measurements and the cali-
bration of the detectors. Section IV presents calculations
of K!! scattering spectra to characterize inertial confine-
ment fusion capsule implosion conditions and Section V
will present the conclusions.

X-RAY SCATTERING IN DENSE PLASMAS

Spectrally resolved x-ray scattering measurements
have been first applied in warm solid-density plasmas in
the non-collective regime using a titanium He!! source.
Important plasma parameters, including electron tem-
perature and density, were extracted from the scattered
spectra. More recently, novel measurement techniques
have become important to determine the optical proper-
ties of dense plasmas by probing the frequency response
of plasma oscillations. Therefore, a low energy 2.62 keV
Cl K-! x-ray probe has been developed.

Collective scattering probes plasma scale lengths larger
than the plasma screening length, "S , which can be ap-
proximated by the Thomas-Fermi length for a degener-
ate system. The Thomas-Fermi screening length, "TF , is
given by 1/kTF where

k2
TF =
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$F
(1)
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where ne is the electron density, and $F is the Fermi en-
ergy of the system. This yields the Thomas-Fermi screen-
ing length
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with me being the mass of the electron, e the electric
charge, and h = 2#! is Planck’s constant. For a classical
plasma, "S is given by the Debye length,

"D =
!
$0kTe/nee

2
"1/2

. (3)

Here, $0 is the permittivity of free space, k is the Boltz-
mann constant, Te is the electron temperature, and ne

is the electron density. For weakly degenerate plasmas,

calculating the Debye length at an e#ective temperature
will result in a smooth interpolation between the degen-
erate and classical plasma regimes [21, 22]. The collec-
tive scattering regime can be distinguished from the non-
collective regime with the scattering parameter !

! =
1

k"S
(4)

where ! > 1 for collective scattering and ! < 1 for non-
collective scattering. For small energy transfers, where
the incident wave vector is approximately equal to the
scattered wave vector k0 # ks and k0 = 2#E0/hc, the
magnitude of the scattering vector, k, can be approxi-
mated by

k = |k| = 2k0 sin(%/2) = 4#
E0

hc
sin(%/2). (5)

This relation shows that the scattering parameter, !,
is dependent on the scattering angle, %, the energy of
the probe radiation, E0, through the scattering vector,
and the plasma parameters, Te, ne, through the screen-
ing length. Therefore, to probe dense plasmas the choice
of scattering angle and incident probe energy is critical
for achieving the desired scattering regime. For exam-
ple, to access collective scattering, ! > 1, in a weakly
degenerate solid-density plasmas with Te = $F = 15 eV,
we require forward scattering with % = 40# and x-ray
energies E0 $ 3 keV. For these conditions, higher x-ray
probe energies, E0 > 3 keV will result in non-collective
scattering.

X-ray scattering in the non-collective regime will re-
sult in an unshifted Raleigh peak and a Compton peak
downshifted in energy. As derived from first principles
for degenerate plasmas, the intensity of the scattered ra-
diation is proportional to ne and the width of the Comp-
ton downshifted peak is proportional to the square root
of the Fermi electron temperature of the plasma. For a
Fermi degenerate plasma the width of the downshifted
peak is proportional to n1/2

e . The Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion function shown below [23] can be applied to Fermi
degenerate or weakly degenerate plasmas, Te < $F , where
vF = (2$F /me)

1/2is the Fermi velocity, & is the angle
between the x-axis and the electron velocity direction vx

which is the velocity component along the scattering vec-
tor x = k = kscatt ! kincd [23], k is the magnitude of
the plasma electron wave vector and m! is the e#ective
electron mass.
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The chemical potential ' is the energy at which the av-
erage probability of filling a quantum state is 1/2
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where m! is the e#ective electron mass and n is the num-
ber of electrons per unit volume which can be calculated
from the energy density of states N(E).

n = 2
$&

0

N (E) fo(E)dE (8)

The factor of 2 is present to account for the fact that
each state has the probability to be occupied by two
electrons, with spins of ±1/2, according to the Pauli ex-
clusion principle. Direct measurement of the shape and
width of the velocity distribution in a degenerate plasma
using Eqs. (6-8) will provide the Fermi temperature and
therefore the density of the system. In a non-degenerate
plasma, on the other hand, the velocity distribution will
provide a measure of the electron temperature.

For systems of interest in high-energy density science,
densities are in the range of solid density and higher.
For example, probing solid-density beryllium with mass
density of ( = 1.85 g/cc in backscatter geometry, % =
140# and with a moderate x-ray energy source such as
chlorine K!! at E0 = 2.62 keV will access a scattering
vector of |k| = 2.5"10"10 m"1 (cf. Eq. (5)). In this case,
the Compton feature will be shifted from E0 by

"EC =
!2k2

2me
= 24eV. (9)

The spectral shape of the Compton line is determined
by Eqs. (6-8) and the width can be calculated from the
Fermi velocity

)EC = 2
E0

c
vF sin(%/2) = !kvF = 38eV. (10)

This suggest an x-ray probe bandwidth of "E/E <
15 eV to resolve the Compton peak, Rayleigh peak and
the spectral broadening.

Experiments that apply forward scattering to mea-
sure the collective x-ray scattering spectrum impose more
stringent requirements on the x-ray source than non-
collective backscattering measurements described above.
In forward scatter, the scattering spectrum yields the col-
lective electron oscillation peak, i.e. plasmons up-shifted
and down-shifted from the incident x-ray energy. The
plasma dispersion relation providing the plasmon energy
shift can be approximated by a modified Bohm-Gross re-
lation for small values of k, i.e. large values of !,

*2
pl = *2

p + 3k2v2
th(1 + 0.088ne$3

e) +
$

!k2

2me

%2

(11)

where vth =
)

kBT/me is the thermal velocity and
$e = h/

&
2#mekBT is the thermal wave length. In

FIG. 1: Experimental setup: An isotropic K-alpha source
is produced when a ultra-intense laser is incident on a thin
foil. The radiation is dispersed using a high efficiency HOPG
spectrometer and collected on a CCD or Image Plate.

Eq. (11), the first term is a result of electron oscillations
in the plasma [24], the second term represents the e#ect
on propagation of the oscillation from thermal pressure
[25]. The third term includes degeneracy e#ects from
Fermi pressure, [26], and the last term is the quantum
shift. The quantum shift combined with the electron os-
cillations accounts for most of the measured shift of the
Compton peak in relation to the unshifted Raleigh peak.
Therefore, the scattered spectrum provides a sensitive
measure of the plasma electron density.

For example, a forward scattering angle of % = 40# and
Chlorine K!! x-ray probe at E0 = 2.62 keV will access
a scattering vector of |k| = 0.9"10"10 m"1 (cf. Eq. (5)).
Probing solid-density beryllium at Te = 15 eV in this
scattering geometry will measure a shifted plasmon at

"Epl = !*pl = 27eV. (12)

In this regime, broadening of the plasmon peak by Lan-
dau damping and collisional damping [27] occurs and can
be calculated with the dynamic structure factor S(k,*)
[28, 29] resulting in )Epl # 15 eV. To resolve the spectral
broadening of the plasmon thus requires a x-ray probe
bandwidth of "E < 10 eV.

CONVERSION EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS
OF CHLORINE K−α AT 2.62 KEV

Chlorine K-! x-rays (2.62 keV), corresponding to the
1s!2p transition in weakly ionized Cl, were produced us-
ing two lasers, Europa and Callisto, located at the Jupiter
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FIG. 2: K-α spectra from 12.5 µm thick Saran targets with
and without coating, taken at Europa. The number of K-
α photons produced does not significantly vary between the
targets with and without coating.

laser facility, LLNL. Europa is a 100 fs Ti:Sapphire laser
with a wavelength of 800 nm, focal spot size of ' 28 µm,
and energy ranging from roughly 100 mJ to 1.2 J. Callisto
has a maximum achievable energy of 15 J and operates at
800 nm or 400 nm. The focal spot size is about 3-5 µm
in diameter and the pulse duration can be varied from
100 fs to 1 ps. Cl was chosen because of its low atomic
number and moderate K-! line energy. The low Z of
the material will help reduce the amount of background
due to Bremsstrahlung radiation, proportional Z2, which
contributes to the background level of the Cl spectrum
in the energy range of interest. The energy of the Cl K-
! is su!cient to penetrate plasmas of electron densities
on the order of 1023/cm3, but low enough for collective
scattering in the forward direction.

Emission of K!! radiation resulting from target atom
ionization by laser produced hot electrons was observed.
A graphite (HOPG) crystal in the mosaic focusing mode
[2, 5] has been applied to disperse the scattered radiation
onto a charged coupled device (CCD) for laser intensities
below 1018W/cm2 and an image plate (IP) to access data
at higher laser intensities, FIG.1. The HOPG crystal pro-
vides high reflectivity [4] allowing emission measurements
at laser energies as low as EL = 60 mJ. It can be seen
from FIG.2 that the K-! bandwidth "E/E = 2 " 10"3

is su!cient to resolve the downscattered plasmon peak.
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the 1.5 µm
coated target, about 70 for coated targets, is su!cient
for adequate scattering statistics.

Various Cl containing target compositions, NaCl, KCl,
and Saran (CH-Cl-CH2)N were explored to observe the

e#ect, if present, of free electron population and dielectric
properties of the target on K-! production. Parylene-N
(C8H8) target coating thicknesses were explored to inves-
tigate the e#ects of laser pre-pulse on the induced plasma.
Parylene-N is a linear, highly crystalline polymer that
can be formed as a continuous film coating over target
materials. Since an initial laser pre-pulse may be prema-
turely heating the plasma, a target coating was developed
to absorb the pre-pulse energy burst and allow more in-
teractions of the main pulse with Cl atoms in the solid.
The use of an overcoating eliminated a significant amount
of emission from plasma ”‘blow-o#”’, FIG 2, which occurs
under intense laser plasma interactions, such as Cl He-!
radiation corresponding to the 1s2S!1s2p1P# transition.
The total number of K-! photons produced does not vary
much between coated and uncoated targets, whereas con-
tribution from blow-o# emission decreases greatly with a
coated target.

Conversion e!ciencies (C.E.), assuming isotropic
emission, of laser energy to K-alpha energy using a curved
HOPG crystal were calculated [5] from the interpreted
number of counts detected on the CCD, I, according to

C.E. =
4#IqccdqehF

TrrpdQ+EL
(13)

with F being the focal distance, d the size of the crystal
in the non-dispersive direction, + the mosaic spread of
the crystal, Tr the filter transmission, rp the crystal peak
reflectivity, Q the CCD quantum e!ciency, and EL the
energy of the laser.

The number of counts on the ccd were determined from
integration of the K-alpha peak in the sagittal and disper-
sive directions with background subtracted. Each count
on the ccd corresponded to 3.5 electron-hole (eh) pairs,
qccd, each requiring 3.6 eV to create, qeh. The number
of photons Nphotons corresponding to each count on the
ccd

Nphotons =
I " 3.5(eh/count)" 3.6(eV/eh)

2622(eV/photon)
(14)

is approximately 4.8" 10"3/count. For typical 12.5 µm
Saran targets shot with a laser intensity of 1"1018W/cm2

(EL ' 1 J) the number of photons detected was '
3.2"105. Correcting for the solid angle of the spectrome-
ter, the total number of photons created was ' 3.1"1010.
Conversion e!ciency as a function of target foil thick-
ness for Saran targets is shown in FIG.3(a) for front
side emission and laser intensities ranging from 1017 to
1021W/cm2 at best focus. The error bars represent the
standard deviation in the data, which consisted of ap-
proximately 20 data points. There is no apparent de-
pendence of conversion e!ciency on target foil thickness
for targets ranging from 12.5 !50 µm. Conversion e!-
ciencies for varying Parylene-N target coating thickness
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3: a.) Conversion efficiencies for front side emission from
Saran foil targets averaged over laser intensities ranging from
1017 to 1021W/cm2 as a function of foil thickness. b.) Nor-
malized conversion efficiencies of 12.5 µm thick Saran foils
with varying Parylene-N target coating thicknesses, plotted
for a specific laser energy and an average over all laser ener-
gies.

for 12.5 µm Saran foils are shown in FIG.3(b). There
is weak dependance of C.E. on coating for Parylene-N
thicknesses below 2 µm. However, a significant decrease
in C.E. for a coating thickness of 10µm was observed.
This could be due to the fact that the hot electrons must
travel further into the target before they can cause K-
shell ionization and roughly 13% are absorbed in the
10µm of Parylene-N as they escape the target.

Conversion e!ciencies for NaCl, KCl, and Saran foils
of thickness ranging from one to fifty microns were mea-
sured for laser intensities of 1017 to 1021W/cm2. There
was no observed dependence of C.E. on laser intensity
FIG.4 for data taken using Saran targets with thicknesses
above 12.5 µm. The relative error for each shot is esti-
mated to be 10 % accounting for uncertainty in the laser

FIG. 4: Conversion efficiency vs. laser intensity at best fo-
cus for front side emission of Cl K-α X-rays from Saran foil
targets. For intensities below 1018W/cm2, data were taken
at Europa, LLNL and data taken above this intensity were
collected at Callisto, LLNL.

TABLE I: Conversion efficiencies for front side emission for
various target thickness and Cl containing compositions for
Ilaser ∼ 1018W/cm2.

Thickness(µm) Saran NaCl KCl
10− 12.5 1.5x10"5 1.3x10"5 1.4x10"5

5− 5.5 −−− 8.1x10"6 9.2x10"6

1 −−− 6.1x10"6 5.0x10"6

energy (50 mJ), noise in the spectra (' 1 %), and CCD
quantum e!ciency (cf. Eq. (13)).

A slight increase with increasing laser intensity was ob-
served for target thicknesses < 12.5 µm, TABLE 1. For
the thinner foils, such as 1 µm thick KCl, conversion ef-
ficiencies either remained constant or decreased slightly
5-10% with increasing laser intensity. All target compo-
sitions displayed comparable conversion e!ciencies. For
NaCl and KCL, C.E. decreased with decreasing target
thickness, which was probably a result of the targets be-
ing destroyed by the pre-pulse before a significant amount
of x-rays could be produced.

K−α SCATTERING SPECTRA FROM FUSION
PLASMAS

Characterizing inertial confinement fusion capsule im-
plosion conditions will be one of the most challenging
application of spectrally-resolved x-ray scattering. The
capsules will be heated and compressed by four successive
shocks that are driven by soft x-rays created in laser-
heated high!Z hohlraums. Temporally and spectrally
resolved x-ray scattering experiments from fusion cap-
sule implosions may provide a means for directly mea-
suring the capsule fuel density and provide information
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• Requirements

– High energy x-ray source to penetrate
the fuel without  substantial
attenuation [>1012 photons)

– Fast probe (10ps) for resolving
! ~ 100 ps as required for, e.g.,
4th shock timing

• A K-" source using ARC will be
suitable

– Time duration

– Photon number

– Bandwidth

– Examples for Zr K" E = 15700 eV

• Apertures are needed to weigh the
spectra towards conditions in the fuel

– 90 degree scattering

2 kJ, 10 ps

PW beam

CCD

detector

Imploding cryogenic

capsule in hohlraum

16 keV scattered K-"

radiation

Shield

High-Z

foil

The ARC petawatt K-" source will characterize imploding

fuel conditions with x-ray scattering

ICF relies on compressing fuel to a high

density, therefore most efficient at low Te:
x-ray scatter cab be used to measure

Te/TF and ne

A snap shot of the fuel conditions during the capsule implosion will provide a

measure of where the capsule “is” after it was launched by the laser and TRAD pulse

FIG. 5: A schematic of an x-ray scattering experiment on a
hohlraum-driven fusion capsule implosion is shown.

on shock timing and ablator density. This experiment
may be achieved by producing an energetic K!! source
in close proximity of the implosion and by observing the
scattered radiation through collimators that will restrict
the detector to view the central 0.6 mm diameter region
of the implosion.

Figure (5) shows a schematic of an x-ray scattering
experiment on a hohlraum driven implosion, For this ex-
ample, Zr K!! radiation at E0 = 15.7 keV is considered,
This probe energy is required to penetrate through the
fuel and to probe the implosion shortly before forma-
tion of the hot spot. Lower energy probe radiation may
be used early in the implosion when the fuel density is
below 1024cm"3. The K!! radiation may be produced
with a kilo-joule short-pulse laser such as the Advanced
Radiographic Capability presently being planned for the
NIF to produce > 1012 photons in the K!! line. This
expected photon number, the K!! bandwidth, and the
expected temporal resolution of ' 10 ps will be su!cient
to provide a snap-shot measurement of the capsule con-
ditions during the implosion.

Data at various times during the implosion may be ob-
tained by varying the delay of the short-pulse laser with
respect to the implosion. We find that the spectral width
of the scattering spectra changes by as much as "E/E =
20 % when probing the implosion at (15.8 ± 0.1) ns just
(0.6 ± 0.1) ns before peak density. This width is readily
measurable. The spectral shape of the scattering data
will measure the capsule adiabat, Te/TF , and ne. In ad-
dition, an absolutely calibrated detector will provide in-
dependent information on the electron density from the
absolute intensity of the scattering signal. Thus x-ray

scattering will measure the compression of the fuel to
high density which is important for ICF.

Figure (6)shows calculated Zr K!! scattering spec-
tra for typical fusion capsule conditions near the rise
of the fourth shock (15.8 ns in this example). These
calculations use the full theoretical form factor in the
random phase approximation [22? ] and apply cal-
culated densities and temperatures from the radiation-
hydrodynamic code HYDRA [30]. A shell model was
used to calculate the scattering spectra for the conditions
ri < S(ne, Te, Z,*) < rk and weigh the contribution from
each shell according to the number of scattering electrons
in the shell, gk = ne(r3

k ! r3
i ), rk, ri $ 0.3 mm.

First, we have calculated the scattering spectra for im-
plosions where the timing of the last shock has been var-
ied by ±100 ps by properly advancing or delaying the
rise of the laser pulse, Fig. (6(a)). The scattering from
a properly timed shock (, = 0) shows a parabolic in-
tensity distribution indicating a Fermi degenerate fuel
with an electron density of 5 " 1024cm"3. The main
scattering feature is Compton down-shifted in energy by
"E ( 0.5 keV from the incident energy E0, where a
small Rayleigh peak is observed from elastic scattering
o# bound electrons in beryllium. At this time only a
very small amount of Be is present in the scattering vol-
ume and the scattering spectrum provides accurate data
on the fuel density.

If the fourth shock arrives 100 ps earlier (, = !100 ps)
the fuel will be more compressed than in the case of , =
0. The additional broadening of the scattering spectra is
a measure of the increased density, ne = 9 " 1024cm"3.
In addition, the scattering spectrum is slightly more red-
shifted and not parabolic showing low intensity wings at
higher energy. These features indicate the heating of the
fuel and the beginning of the hot spot formation. The
Rayleigh scattering feature at E0 shows a large signal be-
cause cold Be fuel blow o# gets into the scattering volume
when the capsule implosion is at smaller radii.

If the fourth shock arrives 100 ps later (, = 100 ps)
the fuel in the scattering volume will be significantly less
dense than for the case of , = 0 and the scattering spec-
tra are rather narrow. Moreover, the low-density hot core
of the implosion is contributing to the scattering spec-
tra resulting in a non-parabolic scattering spectrum. No
Rayleigh scattering feature can be observed at E0 since
no Be ablator blow o# transverses the scattering volume
when the capsule implosion is at larger radii.

This analysis shows that a properly timed K!! scat-
tering experiment can measure the Fermi-degenerate fuel
in a ICF implosion when restricting the scattering vol-
ume with collimating shields. Figure (6(b) indicates that
the spectral width and intensity of the Compton scat-
tering feature accurately measure the fuel electron den-
sity. The calculations indicate the expected dependency
on vF '

)
(TF ) (Eq. (10)) and ne, respectively. Fig-

ure (6(c) shows the dependency of the spectral shape
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FIG. 6: Synthetic x-ray scattering spectra in arbitrary but
linear units calculated for inertial confinement fusion capsule
conditions. (a) Scattering spectra at the rise of the fourth
shock with the field of view restricted to r ≤ 0.3 mm. Scat-
tering spectra are normalized to peak intensity of the Comp-
ton down-shifted line to indicate sensitivity of the spectral
shape to ICF capsule conditions. (b) Sensitivity of the scat-
tering spectra to fuel electron density. (c) Sensitivity of the
scattering spectra to fuel temperature.

on the electron temperature to Fermi temperature ratio.
With increasing Te we find that the scattering spectrum
transitions from a parabolic to a Gaussian shape reflect-
ing the transition from a Fermi to a Boltzmann electron
velocity distribution function. Thus, this measurement
will allow determining the fuel adiabate.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed K!! x-ray sources
for x-ray scattering measurements to characterize plasma
conditions and the optical properties in dense matter. We
find that the spectral properties are well suited for non-
collective as well collective scattering application. The
conversion e!ciency, on the other hand, is 2 order of mag-
nitude smaller than for ns-laser produced K-shell sources,
Additional work is required to optimize K!! sources, e.g.
by applying grating and rough-surface targets [31, 32] to
attempt scattering from radiatively heated or shock com-
pressed material in the near future.
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